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Inhomogeneons space-times admitting isotropic radiation: Vorticity-free case
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The energy-momentum tensor of space-times admitting a vorticity-free and a shear-free timelike
congruence is obtained. This result is used to write Einstein equations in a convenient way in order to
get inhomogeneous space-times admitting an isotropic distribution of photons satisfying the Liouville
equation. Two special cases with anisotropic pressures in the energy flow direction are considered.

PACS number(s): 04.20.Jb

I. INTRODUCTION

The highly isotropic microwave background (interpret-
ed as a relic of an early hot stage of the Universe) is con-
sidered as proof that the space-time, on a sufficiently
large scale, is close to a Robertson-Walker universe. This
has been stated in a paper by Ehlers, Geren, and Sachs
[1] (EGS) and summarized in the book by Hawking and
Ellis [2], who also proved that space-time should be time-
like or null geodesically incomplete before the decoupling
of matter and radiation, supporting in this way the big-
bang models. On the other hand, small deviations from
homogeneity at decoupling time are necessary in order to
understand the formation of the observed structures; and,
after the work by Sachs and Wolfe [3], a pattern of aniso-
tropies in the microwave background (MWB) tempera-
ture is predicted.
Let us dwell a little more on this basic subject, recal-

ling the assumptions necessary to arrive at these con-
clusions. The EGS theorem starts from previous results
[4,1] characterizing the class of space-times allowing iso-
tropic radiation: the metric should be conformally sta-
tionary and the distribution function depends only on the
first integral of the null geodesic equation, defined by the
conformal Killing vector. In fact this is all one can ob-
tain from the existence of a collisionless isotropic distri-
bution of photons. The result of EGS (see Corollary 2
below) for the relation of isotropic radiation to a
Robertson-Walker universe arises when (i) the observer
who sees an isotropic MWB is geodesic, and (ii) the ener-
gy tensor is a perfect fluid comoving with this observer.
However, conditions (i) and (ii) should be considered as
good approximations to reality, not as exact prescrip-
tions. So, we can modify one or both of them in order to
get perturbed Robertson-Walker universes compatible
with the isotropy of the MWB. All we have to do is to
assume a conformally stationary metric from the begin-
ning. Cosmology is not devoid of examples of these
metrics. For instance, the metric used to obtain the
Sachs-Wolfe effect belongs to this type. The question
arising here is why Sachs and Wolfe established a well-
defined relationship between inhomogeneities and aniso-
tropies in the MWB temperature. We have considered
this subject elsewhere [5]. Other examples may be found
among the Stephani universes [6,7].

In this paper we develop a framework suited to obtain
more general inhomogeneous solutions of Einstein equa-
tions compatible with isotropic radiation. For the sake of
simplicity, we shall assume that the observer measuring
isotropic radiation admits orthogonal hypersurfaces. Un-
der these conditions, space-time allows a shear-free and
vorticity-free timelike congruence, or equivalently, an
umbilica1 synchronization. Conformally flat umbilical
synchronizations exist in any space-time admitting natu-
ral symmetric frames [8]. This occurs for any spherically
symmetric space-time [9] and also for the Stephani
universes [10] that include the Robertson-Walker
metrics. On the other hand, dealing with scalar perturba-
tions of Robertson-Walker universes in the longitudinal
gauge, one removes the background space-time sym-
metries but not the existence of an umbilical synchroniza-
tion [11]. Moreover, after a study made by Treciokas and
Ellis [12], the shear-free and vorticity-free timelike
congruences constitute a large class among the observers
measuring an isotropic distribution function obeying the
Boltzmann equation. The study of space-times allowing
an umbilical synchronization is justified by this last result
as well as by the existence of a lot of usual space-times
with this property. The particular case where the ob-
server is geodesic has been previously considered [13].
In Sec. II, using the 3+1 formalism, we write in a suit-

able form the Einstein equations for the space-times ad-
mitting an umbilical synchronization. The four boundary
equations and the six evolution equations become nine
boundary equations (with the energy density, the energy
flow, and the anisotropic pressures tensor on the initial
slice as sources) and a unique second-order evolution
equation (with the mean pressure as source).
In Sec. III we summarize the known results of Ehlers,

Geren, and Sachs in order to justify the canonic form of
the metrics compatible with isotropic radiation. The re-
sults obtained in previous sections are used to write Ein-
stein equations when the observer measuring isotropic ra-
diation is hypersurface orthogonal.
In general, inhomogeneous metrics compatible with

isotropic radiation will correspond to energy tensors with
anisotropic pressures. Section IV is engaged in the study
of two particular cases with the pressure tensor present-
ing anisotropies only in the energy How direction, as
occurs in spherically symmetric space-times. Thus, in a
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sense, solutions with such an energy distribution may be
considered as a natural generalization of the solutions
with spherical symmetry. Anisotropic pressures of this
type have been used in galaxy models [14] and cannot be
ruled out by observations of galaxy clusters [15]. Else-
where [16] we have given the conditions which allow
these energy distributions to be interpreted either as a
mixture of two noncomoving perfect fluids or as a tilted
perfect fluid.

II. UMBILICAL FOLIATIONS QN SPACE-TIMES

A. The Ricci tensor of an {N + 1)-dimensional metric

Let g be a metric on an (N+1)-dimensional manifold
Vz+ &. Let us consider a foliation with a unit normal vec-
tor n, g(n, n)=e=+1, and let g and E be, respectively,
the first and second fundamental forms of a slice, namely,
g =g enon—, E=—2X„g, X„being the Lie derivative
with respect to n. For every vector field transversal to
the foliation, g=an+P, a+0, g(P, n)=0, there exist lo-
cal coordinates (x")—:(x,x'), i = 1, . . . , N, such that

—=80 g(n, , ) =0, p=p'
a = = a

ax' ' ' ax' ' ax'

Then the line element of the metric g may be written

ds =(ea +P'P;)(dx ) +2P;dx'dx +g; dx'dxj .

cr= trK +—( trBOK —trL K—eb,a),1

a P

s=e(d trE —divE),
S=Ric(g)+e(2E —trEE)
+—[e(ROE—X K) D—da],1

a 13

(3)

where D and Ric(g) are, respectively, the covariant
derivative and the Ricci tensor of the metric g and where
the following notation has been used:

df=,dx', b,f= trD df, trK=g'JK,

K EXK=K"K dx'Sdxj,
divE =g'~D;K&kdx",

fbeing any function and K any tensor orthogonal to n
Now we consider umbilical foliations (those for which

the first and the second fundamental forms are propor-
tional: E= Hg). T—aking the vector field g orthogonal
to the slices (p=O), from Eq. (2) it follows [18] that an
(N+1) dimensi-onal space admits an umbilical foliation if
and only if there exist local coordinates (x,x') such that
the element may be written

ds =ea (dx ) +Q y,jdx'dxj,
where a=a(x, x'), Q(x,x'), and y;~ =y;~(x").
Let us consider the Ricci tensor of the metric (4). Tak-

ing P=0 and g =Q y, Eqs. (3) become

Henceforth we follow the notation of [17] and all the ten-
sorial equations will be written in covariant form. From
the definition ofE one has

cr= NH ——(N BDH—+eb,a ),1

a
s =e(1 N)dH, — (S)

Bog =Xttg 2aE . — (2) S= Ric(g)—e NH +—BOH g— Dda, —1 1

a a
The Ricci tensor of a metric g may be decomposed rela-
tively to n as Ric(g)=onn+sSn+S, where o, s, and
S are, respectively, a scalar, a covariant vector, and a co-
variant tensor, which are orthogonal to n, and 8 denotes
the symmetrized tensorial product, ab =ab+ba.
From the Gauss-Codazzi relations it follows that the Ric-
ci tensor of the metric (1) is given by

where, on account of (2),
1H=—8 lnQ .a ' (6)

On the other hand, taking into account the relation be-
tween the connections V and D of two conformal metrics
y and g =0 y we have

1 1Dda= Vda —d inaSd —lnQ+y—(d lna, d lnQ)y,
Ric(g) = Ric(y)+(N —2)QV'd——[b, lnQ+(N —2)y(d lnQ, d lnQ)]y,1

(7)

R(g) =Q {R(y)—(N —1)[2b, lnQ+(N —2)y(d lnQ, d lnQ)] j,
where R ( ) is the scalar curvature of the corresponding metric. Then, as

Vdf =Vd lnf +d l—nf d Inf1

for every function f, substituting the two first relations (7) in (S) and considering Eq. (6), one obtains that in an (N +l)
dimensional space admitting an umbilical foliation the Ricci tensor is giuen by
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o =—N H +—BoH — e[b, Ina+y(d Ina, d lna)+(N —2)y(d lna, d lnQ)],1 1

Q2

s =e(1 N—)dH,
S= Ric(y)+(N —2)[d lnQd lnQ —Vd lnQ] —Vd Ina —d Inad Ina+d lnagd lnQ

b lnQ+eQ NH +—BOH +(N —2)y(d lnQ, d lnQ)+y(d lna, d lnQ) y .a

B. Einstein equations

Let ( V3+ „g) be a space-time of signature +2 and n a
unit timelike vector. Let ~, t, vr, and II be, respectively,
the energy density, the energy Aow, the mean pressure,
and the anisotropic pressures tensor, with respect to the
observer n. Einstein equations

Ric(g)——,'R(g )g =«[rnn+tS n+ng+II]

«w=3H +Q 2b, lnQ——y(d lnQ, d lnQ)R(y}

~t =2dH,
«II = [ Ric(y )—Vd lnQ —Vd Ina —d lnaj8I d lna

+d lnagd lnQ+d inQd lnQ]

(13)

(14)

(15)
may be written

«r= ,' [cr+ trS—],
Kt =S, KII—S
«m. =—,'[o ——,

' trS],
(9)

where, for any tensor S orthogonal to n, we have written
S"=S——,

' trSg.
Let us assume now that the space-time admits an um-

bilical synchronization (foliation by spacelike hypersur-
faces): there exist local coordinates (x"}=(x,x '),
i = 1,2, 3, in which the line element is

ds = a(x")(dx )—+Q (x")y, (x")dx'dxj . . (10)

Evolution equations:

—0 lnfL=H,1
0

—a~=——H +1 3 2 1

30
R( ) +5 lnQ+5 lna
4

+y(d 1na, d lna)

+y(d lna, d lnQ)

+—y(d lnQ, d lnQ)1 K

2 ' 2

(12}

Boundary equations:

The Ricci tensor of the metric (10) is given by expressions
(8), with N =3 and e=—1. Thus, a simple substitution
into (9) leads to the following result.
Theorem 1. For the space-times that admit an umbili-

cal synchronization, the Einstein equations may be written
as follows.

Here V and 6 are, respectively, the covariant derivative
and the Laplace operator of the initial induced metric y.
From a kinematic point of view, an umbilical synch-

ronization means that the unit orthogonal vector field
n =( I/a)Bo defines a vorticity-free and shear-free
congruence. Consequently, the Petrov-Bel type of these
space-times is I, D, or 0 [19]. Furthermore, in terms of
the canonical components of the metric (10), the expan-
sion and the acceleration of n are, respectively,

38=3H=—8 lnQ, a=d inn .
c

Hence, a kinematical interpretation of Theorem 1 and
some interesting consequences follow.
Corollary 1. (i) If a space time admi-ts a uorticity free-

and shear free tim-elike congruence, the line element may
be written as (10) and Einstein equations split into the euo
lution equations (11), (12) and the boundary equations
(13), (14), (15), 8=3H being the expansion, and a =d lna
the acceleration of the congruence, respectiuely (ii) The.
expansion of the congruence is homogeneous (8=9(x )/if,
and only if, the relative energy Pow t is zero (iii) If the.
congruence is geodesic and with homogeneous expansion,
then the relatiue energy flow t is zero, and the relatiue an
isotropic stress tensor II is invariant along the congruence;
in particular, a perfect fluid solution on an instant will be
a (barotropic) perfect fiuid solution everywhere
(Robertson 8'alker metncs)-
Let us conclude by outlining when the results of this

section about space-times admitting an umbilical synch-
ronization may be useful. In the Introduction some exam-
ples of cosmological or astrophysical interest have been
quoted. These space-times also appear naturally when
solving Boltzmann or Liouville equations. In fact, Tre-
ciokas and Ellis [12) have shown that a distribution func-
tion which is a solution to the Boltzmann equation may
be isotropic only for a shear-free observer. On the other
hand, a solution to the Liouville equation may be isotro-
pic only for an observer defining a conformal Killing
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congruence [4,1]. In both cases, if the observer is
vorticity-free, it will define an umbilical synchronization
in the space-time.

C. The Ricci tensor of an induced metric
admitting umbilical surfaces

A, =—2 h +—B„h — [b,zlnp+Y(ding, dlnp, )],1 1

p p2

l=—d (16)

L = [—Vzd in@—d in@ d in@+d ln YSd in@]

+ —R(Y)—Y 2h +—B„h1 z
2 p

—b,„lnY—Y(ding, din Y) T,

We now give a result which will be used later. In Sec.
IV we study the boundary equations when the induced
metric y on the initial hypersurface admits an umbilical
foliation. In this case, the Ricci tensor follows from Eq.
(8), taking N =2 and e=+ 1.
Proposition 1. If a spacelike hypersurface ( V2+, ,y ) ad

mits an umbilical foliation,

y=P (r,x")drdr+Y (r,x")Y„s(xc)dx"gdxs,
A =1,2

its Ricci tensor Ric(y) =Av v+l 8v+L, v=p dr is
given by

p=3p, p =poa
with po a positive constant.
From the kinetic theory point of view, isotropic radia-

tion is described by a distribution function f(x, k), a
solution of the Liouville equation along the null geo-
desics, and dependent on the moments k only through
the energy with respect to the observer n measuring iso-
tropic radiation. This function determines a macroscopic
energy tensor f'=(p+p)nn+pg with p=3p. Then, on
account of Lemma 1, the unitary vector field n will verify
Eq. (18). However, a microscopic description using the
Liouville equation imposes additional conditions on the
observer n which lead to the existence of conformal
motions on the space-time. This question was analyzed
in [1]and we summarize the results below.
Lemma 2. The following statements are equivalent: (i)

There exists an isotropic distribution function with respect
to an observer n, f(x, k)=h(x, n.—k), which obeys the
Liouville equation; (ii) there exists a unit timelike field n
such that o =0, d(a —,'Hn)—=0, o, 8, and a being, respec
tively, the shear, the expansion, and the acceleration of n;
(iii) the space time me-tric is conformally stationary, that is
to say, there exists a timelike field g such that X&g =@g.
Moreover, the unit vector n in (ii) and the conforma! Kil
ling vector in (iii) are collinear, )=an, a being a function
such that d lna=a ——,'en; in the case ofparticles without
mass (k =0), the distribution function depends only on
the ftrst integral defined by the field g over the null geo
desicsI f(x, k)=h(g k)J.

B. Einstein equations in the vorticity-free case

where V'z and hz are, respectively, the covariant derivative
and the Laplace operator of the metric Y, and

1h=—B, lnY, d= „dx" .
p Bx

(17)

III. SPACE-TIMES ADMITTING
ISOTROPIC RADIATION

gd a ——n =0,
3 (18)

d being the exterior derivative of the space time Then, if-.
a is such that

gd lna=a ——n,3

the energy density and the pressure are

A. Summary of previous results

For an energy tensor of the form f'=(p+p)nn+pg
with a barotropic relation p=p(p), the conservation
equation is equivalent to differential relations involving
the unit vector n only [20]. As a particular case, one has
the following result.
Lemma 1. The energy tensor f'=(p+p)nn+pg with

p =3p is conservative if, and only if, the unit timelike vec
tor fteld n satisfi es

Let us consider now space-times allowing isotropic ra-
diation with respect to a vorticity-free observer (i.e., hy-
persurface orthogonal, n hdn =0). On account of Lem-
ma 2, there exists a hypersurface orthogonal timelike
conformal Killing vector; that is to say, the space-time
metric is conformal to a static metric. Then, the line ele-
ment may be written

ds =Q [—4 (x")(dx ) +y,j(x")dx'dxi],
where y is the initial spatial metric [Q(0,x') = 1].
On the other hand, a=0%' is an integral divisor of n,

n =—a dx; thus, taking into account Corollary 1, we
have

1 1 1d lna=a ——(Bolna)n =a ——(BolnQ)n =a — On . —
a a ' 3

From this, and taking into account lemmas 1 and 2, we
have the following result.
Proposition 2. The space-times allowing isotropic radi-

ation with respect to a vorticity free observer ar-e those for
which there exists an umbilical synchronization

ds'= a,'(x")(dxo)'+Q —(x")y,,(x )dx'd»',
such that a/Q is independent ofx .
The observer field is n =(I/a)BO, and the density and

the pressure of radiation are given by p=3p, p =poa 4, re
spectively, with po a positive constant.
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Then, we may write Einstein equations for a large fam-
ily of space-times admitting isotropic radiation. In fact,
taking a=QV(x ') in Theorem 1, we have the following.
Theorem 2. For a conformal static metric

ds =Q [ 4—(x")(dx ) +y,,(x")dx'dx'],
Einstein equations

Ric(g)——,'R(g)g =ir[rnn+tSn+mg+II],
n =—+Qdx

may be written.

Corollary 2. Any space-time that admits an expanding
and geodesic observer measuring isotropic radiation (solu
tion to Liouville equation), and that is a perfect fluid on an
instant, is a Robertson-Walker universe.

IV. SOLUTIONS WITH ANISOTROPIC PRESSURE
IN THE ENERGY FLOW DIRECTION

In this section we will study the Einstein equations for
conformal static space-times when in the energy flow
direction t there exists a pressure ~„which is different
from the transversal pressures mj in the orthogonal two-
plane. That is to say, we consider an energy tensor

Evolution equations:

B,A=% O'H,

a~=——eQH'3
2

(19)

T=rnsn+~t~egn+vr„ee+7r~(g ee—e), g(e, e)=1 .
(24)

In this case, it is possible to substitute the mean pressure
m. and the anisotropic pressures H by the radial and trans-
verse pressures m„and ~~:

R(y)
4
+b In%'+ y(d In+, d In+) 3n =~„+2m , III=(n„n.~)(e—e——,'g) . (25)

+26, lnQ+ —y(d lnQ, d lnQ)5
2

+3y(d In+, d lnQ) ——Q%m . (20)
2

Boundary equations:

Thus, in the evolution equation (20) the freedom in the
mean pressure m is replaced by a free election of the
transverse pressure n~, and (23) becomes a unique bound-
ary equation.
In order to obtain solutions with an energy tensor of

type (24), we need to impose additional conditions to the
metric. Let us consider two cases.

a.r =3H +Q 2b, ln Q y( d l—nQ, d—ln Q )
R(y)

(21)

Case I
One requires that functions 0 and 4 depend on a

unique spatial coordinate r:
~t =2dH,
~II= [Ric(y )—Vd In+—d In%' d In'p

—2Vd lnQ+2d InQ d lnQ]

(22)

(23)

Here V and 6 are, respectively, the covariant derivative
and the Laplace operator of y.
Theorem 2 gives the general expression of Einstein

equations in the 3+1 way for space-times allowing iso-
tropic radiation with respect to a hypersurface orthogo-
nal observer. If we want solutions modeling space-times
with physical properties established beforehand, we have
to impose conditions restricting the field variables. For
instance, when the energy flow t is zero, the expansion H
is homogeneous; the nature of anisotropic pressures II
will a6ect the spatial metric y and the spatial dependence
of the functions %' and 0; an hypothesis about the mean
pressure m. will have an influence on the evolution of the
metric.
The important result of Elhers, Geren, and Sachs [1]

quoted in the Introduction establishing a relation be-
tween the isotropy of MWB and Robertson-%'alker
universes can now be obtained easily. In fact, when the
observer n who sees isotropic radiation is geodesic and
expanding, from (19) it follows that H=H(x )WO, and
(18) implies that n is vorticity-free. Thus the hypothesis
of Corollary 1 (iii) is satisfied and we have the following.

Q=Q(x, r), 4=%(r) . (26)

Moreover one states that on the initial hypersurface
x =0 the surfaces r = const are umbilical with geodesic
normal and homothetic induced metrics. That is to say,
the initial spatial metric y may be written

y =drdr+ Y (r)Y„s(x )dx "Nwdx

Conditions (26) and (27) lead to

(27)

d Indi=( In+)'dr, Vd In+=( In+)"drdr+( In+)'Vdr,

d lnQ=B dr, Vd lnQ=8, B dry dr+BV dr,
B=0„(lnQ), Vdr =h(y dr@dr), h =( I—n Y)',

(28)

where, for a function f (r), f'=df /dr Then, taking i. nto
account Proposition 1 with p= 1 and Y(r,x ")=Y(r), the
Ricci tensor of the metric (27) is

Ric(y) =——3h —2h'+2 ~ , G(Y)
Y

G(Y)
Y2

1drdr ——y3 (29)

G(Y) being the Gauss curvature of the metric Y,
G(Y)=2tr Ric(Y). Relative to n, the magnetic part of
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+Y (r)Y„tt(x )dx "dx ]
may be written as follows

(30)

the Weyl tensor vanishes, and its electric part has two
equal eigenvalues; thus, its Petrov-Bel type is D or O.
The Einstein equations follow from Theorem 2. In fact,
substituting (28) and (29) in Eqs. (19)—(23), taking into ac-
count relations (25} and introducing B as an evolution
variable, we conclude that the Einstein equations for the
metric

A =02(x, r )[—4 (r)(dx ) +(dr)
Equations: K7p= 3Hp+ gp,

~ltol =2Ho,
&(~.—~i)o=bo .

Sources: (ro, ltol, (n„.n~)—o} .

(42)

(43)

(44)

say, (41) is a strictly hyperbolic system. This is a suitable
property when one looks for numerical solutions.
In order to obtain particular solutions for a metric of

the form (30), it may be suitable to proceed in three steps.
(1) Resolution of the boundary Eqs. (34)-(36) on the

initial hypersurface x =0:

Evolution equations:

Bo0=%0H,

a~= —eQ—H +—c +—B +aB3, 0 1

2 Q 2

l l

+B +
Y

/plBoB=QV B„H+H B+

Boundary equations:

]cw=3H +0 g —2B,B—4B —B2 —2 Y'

2

T

Yl
s'(m„—m )=0 b +2 B —B,B+B

Here

co= (Y"4+Y%"+Y'4'),1

Yt+t +tt
p Xp

(31)

K——0%wJ.~

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Unknown quantities: (Y(r),%(r),Ho(r), Y(x")) .
(2) Resolution of the evolution equations once one has

substituted the functions Yand 4 already obtained:

Equations: (31), (32), (33) .
Sources:

Unknown quantities: U =(Q,H, B—),
U(0, r}=(1,Ho, 0) .

(3) Determination of the space-time energy distribu-
tions:

Total energy tensor: f' =rn n + l t l eIn +m „e e

+mj(g —ee },
with e =0dr, and where ~, ltl, and n, —n~ are given, re-
spectively, by (34},(35},and (36).

Radiation energy distribution:

Prad I rad& I rad 4 4
=3

Case II
Let us consider now the class of conformal static

space-times whose line element is of the form

& =0 (x ) —4'(x")(dx ) + c; (x")dx'dx'1

y2(» k) 'J

G(Y} Y'
Y2 Y2

Yll

Y

G(Y) Y' Y"
9p (39)

(40)

(45)

c being a metric of constant curvature, Ric(c}=—', rioc.
From Theorem 2, taking 0=0(x ) and y=(1 j%)c,

and taking into account relations (25), the Einstein equa
tions for the metric (45) may be written

The evolution Eqs. (31)—(33) have the form

a,U=Wa„U+V(U)
with

0 0 0
U= (Q,H, B), A = 0 0 —4/0

0%0 0

(41)

xt=—

= 1
KK

Q
1 Q 2Q

02
—c(d%,d%)——qi go1

2 2 +2%'b4 3c(d+,d—4)+4 go
1 30
02 %202

2Q
%202 (47)

The matrix A has eigenvalues 0, %' and —4; that is to (48)
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(49)

where V and 6 are, respectively, the covariant derivative
and the Laplacian operator of the metric c, and
Q=dA/dx .
The metrics (45) become the Robertson-Walker metrics

when 4=1. Thus taking %=1+/ with (()((1, we can
study perturbed Robertson-%'alker universes which ad-
mit isotropic radiation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of this paper are summarized in two
theorems: we have written Einstein equations in the 3+ 1

way for space-times with a vorticity-free and shear-free
observer (Theorem 1), and for space-times admitting iso-
tropic radiation with respect to a vorticity-free observer

(Theorem 2). As Corollary 2 illustrates, if we want
space-times compatible with isotropic radiation other
than Robertson-%alker universes, we must allow for a
nongeodesic observer or for sources other than a comov-
ing perfect fluid.
In Sec. IV we have considered a special type of aniso-

tropic pressure that we think may have physically in-
teresting applications. In the first case, the evolution
equations become a strictly hyperbolic system and the
numerical methods may be applied. Elsewhere [21] we
have showed that in this case an evolution governed by
an ordinary second-order differential equation is possible,
and we have constructed a model of spherical cluster. A
second case includes a family of perturbed Friedmann
models compatible with an isotropic distribution of pho-
tons.
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